1 Background

1.1 Retroactivity

The paper describes a new paradigm for the construction of data structures in which operations can be performed at any point in the data structures timeline. Specifically the traditional fixed sequence of operations on a data structure is now able to be changed in a retroactive data structure, with all effects of the change propagated through to the present version. An example being erroneous data entered into a data set. It would be desirable, once the data is found to be erroneous, to correct the data in the past with all effects of the error also changed.

The naive method of retroactivity is to roll back the state of the data structure to just before desired change and then to re-execute all operations on the modified structure. The results of the paper show that indeed the naive method is sometimes the best solution. However, for some classes of data structures it is possible to improve the naive approach.

There are two types of retroactivity presented in the paper: Partial Retroactivity supports insertion and deletion of updates at past times, Full Retroactivity extends partial retroactivity to support queries at past times.

The main results of the paper give transformations that work on some classes of data structures. It also gives examples of data structures that are made retroactive and the resulting time and space complexity costs involved.

2 Open Problems

2.1 Distributed Retroactivity

Problem Statement: Extend retroactive data structures to be distributed and asynchronous.

Thoughts: Perhaps add another type of operation. The new operation would be a synchronization operation between two independent instances of the distributed data structure. Each instance necessarily has full ordering of instructions. Choosing synchronization instructions carefully could result in a full global ordering of all instructions that could affect on another. At the very least synchronizing would limit the regions of partial ordering.

Usefulness:
• Deadlock detection and prevention in an operating system, resource allocation could be decided in a retroactive data structure such that when a deadlock was detected it could be retroactively corrected eliminating the deadlock in the first place.

• Contingency Planning or Task Scheduling, retroactively being able to change assumptions about the state of the world being analyzed could allow many simultaneous planners or schedulers to work together.

• Instant messaging or chatting, is it not annoying when you say something and it has no relevance because it took too long to type. Could, use a distributed retroactivity to register events and then retroactively insert comments and text.

• Online bidding and auctions, when the network causes the delay of a result it would be ideal to retroactively correct the error.

• Distributed instruction speculation in multiprocessor machines, by using retroactivity to correct speculation errors a efficient general retroactive structure could support arbitrary time windows on arbitrary numbers of processors/nodes.

• Security, by using a retroactive process encapsulation an untrusted process can work on unknown data with the important identity or sensitive data being retroactively bound into the processing after context is secure.

2.2 Summary structure

Problem Statement: Applying the ideas from on-line data clustering improve the efficiency of a retroactive data structures by reducing the granularity of retroactive modifications.

Thoughts: Possibly it would be useful to construct a hierarchical dependence graph among the operations. This would allow the selection of sections to lump together when efficiency was suffering. Still there is a question of how best to find the proper time to perform a retroactive operation if it falls in the middle of a condensed sequence of dependent operations. Perhaps if the insertion time were not specified by an ordering or specific time, but rather the state of some data that occurred closest in the past.

Usefulness:
• Would allow even inefficient retroactive structure to have usefulness at the cost of scope of retroactivity.

2.3 Retroactive retroactivity

**Problem Statement:** How can retroactive operations be made retroactive efficiently?

**Thoughts:** Use a persistent data structure to store the retroactive structure such that previous retroactive operations can quickly be removed or added. Of course it is kinda tricky to keep things efficient as more retroactive operations are performed on many branches of the persistent core. Once again a hierarchical operation dependence graph would most likely help.
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